
As we are slowly and cautiously recovering from the hits that we have

been suffering from a global pandemic, the ENPSIT Board presents its

first newsletter since it was elected in its current composition in the

middle of lockdown. From now on, you can expect regular issues of the

newsletter, keeping you abreast not only of ENPSIT’s activities but also

of news from our members that is relevant to the broad community of

public service interpreting and translation. 

Although the health crisis severely restricted our action radius, we

have, among others, kept the repository in the members section of our

website up to date (further contributions are most welcome!) and

remained alert to respond to matters of great urgency. Most

importantly, ENPSIT has actively supported several initiatives to raise

awareness among policy makers as well as the public at large on the

fate of Afghan interpreters who had worked for foreign troops.

ENPSIT can only be a flourishing association if it manages to involve

its members in developing activities. The ideal venue to make such

plans is our annual General Assembly. This too was forced into a more

modest role in the past two years, but we are looking forward to

fruitful discussions in spring 2022. We are also looking ahead to the

4th edition of the InDialog Conference, scheduled to take place in

autumn-winter next year. If you would like to host the conference,

please get in touch with us!

Finally, allow me to express my gratitude to my predecessor, Pascal

Rillof. His wisdom, dedication and perseverance led to the foundation

of ENPSIT and guided it in the first six years of its life. We are forever

in your debt, Pascal. 

I hope you’ll enjoy our newsletter. Don’t hesitate to send us your

feedback.

Take care,

Lieven Buysse

ENPSIT President

Dear ENPSIT member and
sympathiser,
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ENPSIT as a partner in two AMIF projects
ENPSIT was involved as a partner in the consortium of two different project

proposals; MHEALTH4ALL and EU-WEBPSI. These proposals were submitted in

February to the Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund (DG HOME). In June

ENPSIT received the very good news that MHEALTH4ALL obtained funding and

will start in 2022. Despite very positive reviews and a high score, EU-WEBPSI was

not funded. 

MHEALTH4ALL brings together leading academics and non-academics - linguists,

clinical and social psychologists, communication scientists, migrant and

healthcare provider organisations, public service interpreters - and will develop,

implement and evaluate a sustainable digital information and communication

platform which is evidence-based, multilingual and culture-sensitive, and is meant

to enhance access to mental healthcare for third-country nationals with low

language proficiency in the host country’s language, and this across various

European healthcare settings. 
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Interpreters in Afghanistan 
ENPSIT co-signs open letters demanding
resolute action  

In April, May and July ENPSIT co-signed letters with the Red-

T initiative and Amnesty International Australia to express

profound concerns about the safety of the interpreters in

Afghanistan. The situation is increasingly desperate for

interpreters. Despite the many calls for action too many

Afghan interpreters and their families are still trapped in

Afghanistan.   

https://red-t.org/our-work/open-letters/
https://www.iatis.org/index.php/news/item/2443-amnesty-australia-open-letter-on-afghan-interpreters
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PSIT in the news: 
Johannes Wier Foundation launches
campaign: "Interpreters back in
healthcare, please" 

The Dutch Johannes Wier Foundation (JWS) has several activities in

favour of professional interpreters in healthcare. The organisation aims to

put and keep the promotion of and compliance with human rights in

healthcare on the agenda in the Netherlands. The right to health

constitutes the starting point of JWS in that respect. JWS provides

independent information and education on the right to health to

physicians, nurses and other professionals in Dutch health care. In

addition, the foundation organises debates and knowledge exchanges

topical questions and dilemmas such as the health care provision to non-

citizens or to elderly persons, or about issues revolving around medical

confidentiality. Where deemed necessary, JWS collects testimonies from

medical professionals about irregularities in health care in the Netherlands

and raises these issues with policy makers, professional associations or in

the media. In this context JWS has launched the campaign “Interpreters

back in healthcare, please” [Tolken terug in de zorg, alstublieft] and the

poster campaign “This is a child and not an interpreter” [Dit is een kind en

geen tolk] (see below). 

F O T O  V A N  M A R T I N  S M I T

https://www.johannes-wier.nl/
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Book publication: Introduction to
Healthcare for Russian-speaking
interpreters and Translators    

ENPSIT member Ineke Crezee, together with Johanna

Hautekiet and Lidia Rura, will publish an exceptionally

useful and easily accessible handbook, in particular for

interpreters, translators, educators and other practitioners

working between Russian and English. 

Speakers of Russian represent a rich and diverse range of

historical, religious and cultural traditions. This book

covers some of those, while also describing the healthcare

system, and touching on cultural beliefs and natural

medicine approaches.

This unique book is an indispensable vade mecum (‘go with

me’) for anyone wanting to navigate language access

involving speakers of Russian in a healthcare setting. The

book is expected in December 2021.     

Upcoming events
 
Translator's day: Round Table  
WG EMT PSIT, FITISPOS-UAH & Fundación Abrazando Ilusiones  are organising a

round table on the topic Inclusive societies: Talking to women about translation in

PSIT. Talks given by speakers of minority languages (Wolof, Tigrinya, Swahili,

Ukrainian...) in our society (courts, hospitals, town halls). They will discuss the

language, culture, and customs of their country as well as their experience,

challenges and strategies used when translating and interpreting in / for public

services or offices. Interpreting will be provided into English. 

DATE: 30/9/2021, 11.30-13.30 CET via ZOOM (link to be announced) 

CONTACT: Carmen Valero-Garcés  Carmen.valero@uah.es;

aula.interpretación@uah.es 

https://benjamins.com/catalog/z.239
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Linkterpreting is a website full of resources for liaison interpreting and has been

designed for use by interpreters, trainees, trainers, and anyone else interested in

multilingual communication. It is an open and dynamic project that combines

theoretical concepts with practical exercises and didactic materials.

It provides theoretical information about interpreting (definition, history, modes,

fields, bibliography and other resources), preliminary exercises to help you prepare

for interpretation tasks, role-plays (text and video) to practise liaison interpreting,

useful links to blogs, organisations and institutions, journals, terminology and

documentation sources and networks, associations and groups. The site is divided

into four sections that correspond to the main fields of Public Service Interpreting:  

social, medical, legal and police, and there is also a section on business

interpreting. 

Linkterpreting has been created with the collaboration of current and previous

Translation and Interpretation students of the University of Vigo in Spain, under

the guidance of Dr. Maribel del Pozo Triviño. It is now available in Spanish,

Galician, English and Italian and we hope to increase the number of languages and

resources through collaboration with other colleagues from different universities.

The website is being used in many training institutions all over the world and hence

can be a useful resource for interpreters, trainees, and trainers. Please send us a

message with your useful feedback and if you wish to collaborate with us on this

project: mdelpozo@uvigo.es

Enjoy your Linkterpreting experience!
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Useful resource - interpreting students / teachers

http://linkterpreting.uvigo.es/?lang=en
http://linkterpreting.uvigo.es/?lang=en
http://linkterpreting.uvigo.es/?lang=en
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Welcome to a new member!
  
We are happy to welcome a new member to ENPSIT: Atlas. Atlas, Integration &

Inburgering Antwerp offers information and support to newcomers and organizations

from the city of Antwerp in Flanders, the Dutch-speaking northern region of Belgium.

One of its core activities is the provision of Public Service Interpreting and

Translation services.

 

Contribute to the ENPSIT repository
  
ENPSIT, as a European network, is continuously gathering PSIT-relevant information

for every European country. This repository contains documents issued by agencies

and governments about interpreting and translation in legal settings, healthcare,

welfare, employment, migration, etc. You are welcome to share documents about your

country. We hope to include documents from all countries, and specifically welcome

documents in less shared languages, about countries such as Hungary, Poland, Latvia,

Greece, etc. The website has a contact sheet through which you can obtain a free login.

Do not hesitate to contact the webmaster: hivermeir@gmail.com

.

 

Will you host the next InDialog Conference? 
  
We are still looking for a partner to host InDialog 4, after the successful previous

edition of InDialog 3 in Antwerp (Belgium) in 2019. The InDialog Conference series is a

travelling event that can be hosted by ENPSIT member organisations throughout

Europe. The next edition is planned in the autumn of 2022. Expressions of interest can

be sent to Lieven.Buysse@kuleuven.be

News for us?
Any PSIT-related initiatives, activities, conference announcements, collaboration

opportunities, or other relevant information you would like to share with us? Do not

hesitate to send in your contributions for the next quarterly newsletter: 

lds@imdi.no   |   july.dewilde@ugent.be 

https://www.atlas-antwerpen.be/nl
http://www.enpsit.org/repository.html

